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Abstract: Commonly used mechanical or animal derived are being replaced by tissue
engineered (TE) heart valves (HV), due to their disadvantages such as thrombogenicity and
poor durability. A tissue engineered valve, ideally mimics the function of a native valve by
responding to growth and physical forces. It is also believed to have a longer life span, close
to that of a native valve. In this exposition, a new method of preparing heart valve scaffold
composites developed with the use of textile engineering is introduced. Knitting technology
that provides freedom of design and form in scaffold preparation, also, mechanical stability
and elasticity of obtained material, is combined with non-woven technology, allowing to
construct nanomaterial with a high density of fibers. Non-woven seals the pores of knitted
fabric to prevent leakage, allowing its full functionality. Both textile materials are prepared
using bioresorbable polycaprolactone (PCL) to enhance their functionality as a heart valve
scaffold composite. An additional task of this report is to describe an example of interaction
between tissue and textile engineers. To enable that communication the textile engineers had
to gain a basic understanding of structural and mechanical aspects of the heart valve, and
tissue engineers needed to acquire the knowledge of tools and capacities that are essential in
knitting technology.

The advantages of this industry have convinced scientists to employ knitting to construct an
HV scaffold. Inherently, the knitting yields firm but open structures that individually can not
be used due to their permeability to the fluids. Several studies to seal the pores with
hydrogels have shown poor results. Therefore, a new composite material, which is a
combination of knitted structure with a non-woven structure of the same polymer, namely
bioresorbable polycaprolactone (PCL) has been developed (see Figures 2 and 3). The knitted
layer provides the desired mechanical stability while nano-fibers of non–woven PCL seal the
construct, and makes it functional. Moreover, both types of employed fibers (micro and nano)
facilitate the oriented growth of cells in a longitudinal direction, and consequently, enable the
deposition of extracellular matrixes (ECM) proteins in an oriented manner. This technique,
therefore, has a potential to provide a functional composite PCL-based scaffold.
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Basic concepts of the research
Knitting is a versatile technology, which offers a vast spectrum of products and solutions that
are of interest in heart valve (HV) tissue engineering (TE) (see Figure 1). One of the main
advantages of knitting is its ability to construct complex geometries and structures by precisely
assembling the yarn through forming interlocked loops to desired positions. Furthermore, the
yarns can be knitted accurately to reproduce the anisotropic structure of native heart valve.
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Figure 3. PCL knitted/ non-woven leaflets in PDMS holder. Ventricular side view (A), aortic side
view (B), leaflets in the open position. Open valve – stretched single leaflets (D).

The performance of obtained heart valve scaffolds was assessed using pulse replicator
APTUS with artificial blood flow (25% glycerol/0,9% saline solution in water), a pressure of
30 mmHg and heart rate 70 bpm in 10h. The results were compared with results for
commercially available heart valves Edwards 2800 (see Figure 4).
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Figure 1. Basic patterns of weft (A1) and warp (B1) knitting. Horizontally aligned yarns, fed
crosswise along the fabric (A2). Parallel yarns lengthwise zigzag along the fabric, each loop securing a
loop of a neighbouring strand from the previous row (B2). Courses and wales are indicated on both A2
and B2. A1 and B1 were reprinted with permission from (25), and B2 was reprinted with permission
from (24).
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Figure 4. Edward 2800 valves in pulse replicator (A). Knitted leaflets – full open (B) and in diastolic
phase (C).
Table 1. Results of blood flow tests.
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Measurement

Our groups prototype

Edwards 2800

stock volume

22 ml

35 ml

flow rate

1,54 L/h

2,46 L/h

diastolic pressure

16,6 mmHg

14,8 mmHg

Conclusions
Although the results of the obtained heart valve scaffold are inferior to those from Edwards
2800, the overall performance parameters were stable during the tests which clearly shows
that the valve undergoes no changes during the process. Further research will focus on
refining the structure by using finer PCL yarns and fibres for both knitted and non-woven
fabric.
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Figure 2. Production of knitted/non-woven PCL leaflets. Cutting circular-knitted fabric into the shape
of a leaflet (A). Raw knitted leaflets (A2). Open knitted leaflet with an insertion of non-woven nanofiber PCL (A3). Knitted PCL folded to final leaflet shape (A4). Leaflet on a wax mandrel (B). Leaflets
protected against PDMS penetration (C). Knitted leaflets in PDMS holder (D).
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